















Joel E. Medley 
Charter School Program Office 
South Carolina Department of Education 
1429 Senate Street, Suite 605 




Academy for Teaching and Learning 
Chester County School District 
Mission 
 
The mission of the Academy for Teaching and Learning is to establish a collaborative learning 
community in which individual children are known, respected, and accepted, and where every 





The Academy for Teaching and Learning (ATL) is a kindergarten through grade eight school that 
operates on a year round schedule with a longer school day.  This unique schedule allows students to 
participate in a variety of appropriate experiences designed to accelerate the academic achievement 
of all students, promote behaviors and attitudes critical for success in school and life, and provide 
students with opportunities to participate in extracurricular academic and non-academic activities of 
interest to them.  The ATL incorporates strategies such as classroom and school level ceremonies, 
rituals, celebrations, and routines and jobs that build relational trust and promote leadership and 
teamwork.  Our students are expected to achieve academically and in relation to behavior, citizenship, 
and responsibility.  Faculty and staff collaborate to implement classroom practices and instructional 




The Academy for Teaching and Learning opened in July of 2006.  The school originated from the 
principle that continued embedded professional development, which encourages school staff to talk 
about how students learn and encourages them to believe it is in their power to change students who 
are not succeeding or excelling, must occur to truly effect change.   
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Full Time 28 
Part Time 1 
 
Full Time 20 
Part Time 1 
 
Full-time 12.5  
Part Time 30 
 
 






Robyn Welborn, Principal 
Mary Ann McKeown, Principal   (803) 385-6334 phone 
109 Hinton Street     (803) 385-6335 fax 






Aiken Performing Arts Academy 
Aiken County School District 
Mission 
To offer parents, educators, and community members a platform to provide students with equitable 
learning opportunities in the high school setting.  These opportunities will be provided through 
teaching methods focused on improving the academic development, and promoting artistic growth.   
 
Description 
APA students will earn the same number of units in English/Language Arts, Mathematics, U.S. History 
and Constitution, Economics, U.S. Government, Other Social Studies, Computer Science, and 
Physical Education as those students attending a traditional public high school.  However, APA 
students are required to earn four (4) units in Science, four (4) units in Foreign Language, one (1) unit 
of Global Studies, one (1) unit in Theatre, one (1) unit in Music, one (1) unit in Visual Art, one (1) unit 
in Dance, and two (2) units in an Elective Performing Arts class.  These APA units will total twenty-
eight credits, more than the twenty-four necessary to receive a SC high school diploma.  Additionally, 
APA students will learn the history of art, music, theatre, and dance in the Other Social Studies 
category, aptly named Performing Arts History.  As a performing arts high school, the APA Academy 
is strictly a college preparatory institution; therefore, all APA students will adhere to the college 
preparatory track.    All APA Academy students must complete at least 120 hours of performing arts 
credit each year.  The APA Academy will offer summer school classes in theatre, music, visual art, 
and dance for students who are working to obtain their performing arts credits for graduation, unless a 
student needs to make-up a failed required course.  APA students will receive extensive accelerated 
training in method acting, theatre concepts, instruments, choral singing, vocal training, harmony, 
drawing, painting, ceramics, three-dimensional sculpture, ballet, modern jazz, tap, and cultural dance. 
 
Origin 
Since Aiken County does not have a performing arts school, this notion grew into an educational and 
artistic program committed to providing the best possible academic and performing arts climate for the 
maximum development of high school students.  In order to achieve its task, the APA Academy has 
developed an innovative scholastic and performing arts curriculum.  This curriculum is founded upon 
educational and creative concepts that not only focus on academic excellence, but sharpens the 
theatrical, musical, artistic, and dance skills of each student.   
 
















































Keisha Lloyd-Kennedy   phone:  803-644-4824 
130 Avery Lane    fax:  803-641-1155 
P.O. Box 418     e-mail: kkennedy@lkcs.k12.sc.us 
Aiken, SC 29802-0418 
 
 
Brashier Middle College Charter High School 




The mission of the Brashier Middle College Charter High School is to provide a rigorous and relevant 
academic program to ensure that students will develop the essential knowledge and personal skills to 
be successful in the global community of the 21st century. Brashier Middle College Charter High 
School will offer a curriculum that is competency-based, using project-based learning that integrates 




Brashier Middle College is located on the Brashier campus of Greenville Technical College.  As a 
small school, maximum of 400 students, students are provided more personal attention and support 
structures.  As a Middle College, our students will qualify to enroll and complete dual credit courses 
through the college.  This allows each student to create a more personalized academic plan based on 
interests and skills.   
 
Origin 
   
The first Middle College in Greenville County was Greenville Tech Charter High School.  Many of the 
students attending this school were from the Simpsonville area, and the waiting grew very large.  As a 
result, a group of parents and educators from the area approached Greenville Technical College to 
suggest and plan a new charter high school in the area.  Through hard work, Brashier Middle College 
was developed and opened in August 2006 at a downtown location.  This August 2007, the school 
has arrived at its permanent site on the Brashier Campus of Greenville Tech. 
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District 




























Michael Sinclair, Principal    (864) 963-0171 phone 
1830 West Georgia Road    (864) 963-0176 fax 









The mission of Bridgewater Academy is to provide a structured curriculum that is academically 




Bridgewater Academy, centrally located in Horry County, functions on a nine-month school year for 
kindergarten through grade 8. The high-content, rigorous academic program is based on the Core 
Knowledge curriculum and the South Carolina performance standards. The school’s commitment to 
excellence emphasizes personal responsibility for students and accountability by teachers with a no 
short cuts and no excuses policy. Governed by an elected board that consists of educators, parents, 
and community members, Bridgewater’s focus is on the education of each individual child based on 
his or her specific needs. The school’s goal is to nurture its students and instill in them the desire to 
learn and have lifelong success. The school day is extended with an hour in the afternoon used for 




Bridgewater Academy has been educating children to a diverse population of students and giving 
parents an alternative choice to the Public Schools of Horry County since 1988. With support and 
encouragement from parents, past and present, Bridgewater wrote the charter to open a public school 
in order to offer all students in our district accessibility. 
 
 















































Carol J. Merrill     phone:  843-236-3689 
316 Bush Drive    fax:  843-236-4921 







Carolina School for Inquiry 





The mission of the Carolina School for Inquiry is to teach a diverse population of children in an 
atmosphere of kindness that encourages active inquiry, fosters individual growth and promotes 




Carolina School for Inquiry provides children with real life experiences that further their understanding 
of the basics of reading, mathematics, science, history, and writing while learning as scientists, 
authors, historians, and mathematicians do. Children are engaged in rigorous units of study that 
require an understanding of the concepts, content, skills, and strategies inherent in individual 
subjects, as well as the interrelationship among subjects.  In an effort to mirror real life experiences, 
subject areas will be integrated.  This takes place in individual study, small group and whole group 
inquiry projects, with strategy lessons that focus on skill development and direct instruction. 
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Victoria Dixon-Mokeba   phone:  803-691-1250 
7405-A Fairfield Road   fax:  803-691-1247 













Charleston Charter School for Math & Science 
Charleston County School District 
 
Mission 
The Mission of the Charleston Charter School for Math and Science is to educate students for 
success in college and careers by providing an innovative learning environment that is academically 
excellent, developmentally responsive, and socially equitable.     
 
Description 
“The primary driving force for young people is curiosity.  They naturally wonder 
 how things work.”  George Lucas 
CCSMS’s classrooms reflect innovative, creative work environments with students and teachers 
actively constructing knowledge and developing solutions.  Instructional strategies develop students' 
critical thinking, time & project management, and communication & interpersonal skills.    Global 
perspectives are explored throughout the math and science focused curriculum.  Every student is 
required to study a foreign language.  
The middle school classes emphasize project-based learning. Students become active participants in 
their own education and are prepared for the school’s academically challenging high school 
curriculum. 
Recognizing that college graduates make 99% more than high school graduates in the South, 
CCSMS offers a rigorous curriculum that prepares all children for success in college and their careers.  
High school students are challenged with extensive math and science related courses, including the 
Project Lead the Way Curriculum.  Career Pathways include: 
 Engineering 
 Business Entrepreneurship  
 Bio-Medical Sciences 
 Teaching Math and Science 
 Math, Science, and Technology 
More curriculum information:    www.charlestonmathscience.org  
 
Origin 
A group of Charleston County parents and community leaders envisioned a school that would offer a 















6 – 12 185, growing to 
480 by year 4 


























Peter Smyth, Principal   phone:  843-720-3085 
CCSMS      web: www.charlestonmathscience.org  
1002 King Street    e-mail:  info@charlestonmathscience.org  
Charleston, SC 29403   
 
    
Charleston Development Academy 
Charleston County School District 
 
Mission 
The mission of the Charleston Development Academy (CDA) is to provide a safe, nurturing 
environment that will encourage academic excellence and character-building initiatives in order to 




CDA provides a diverse group of students in grades K5 - 5 with a rigorous curriculum primarily 
focusing on “Back to Basics,” the arts, and earlier intervention in the areas of reading, writing, math 
and language development. A hands-on, inquiry-based learning process enables students to access 
the unique culture of living science, fine arts, and history in Charleston and the surrounding 
communities. Theatrical performances strengthen memory, articulation, communication skills, and 
cooperative learning and enhance self-esteem. The school also strives to promote total family literacy 
through the inclusion of planned parental involvement programs scheduled during the day. 
 
CDA strongly focuses on opportunities to provide additional art enrichment experiences through 
collaborative efforts of the creative artistic coordinator, City of Charleston Cultural Affairs Office, the 
new Lowcountry Children’s Museum, visits to Charleston Gibbes’ Studio and Museum for the Arts and 
Creative Spark for varied cultural exposures.  Students are also engaged in Supplemental Services by 
LEEP: (Lowcountry Environmental Educational Program)and additional institutions to provide hands 
learning opportunities relative to the natural environment and sciences. 
 
Origin 
In 1998, Ebenezer AME Church began its Community Revitalization Plans. The resulting Education 
Leadership Taskforce, which evolved into CDA’s planning committee, felt a need to be a creative 
stimulus that can and will effectively impact the educational growth of the community. Throughout the 
entire planning process, members of the governing body participated in a myriad of community 
activities and training programs and established meaningful relationships with representatives from 
various entities in the community in order to develop a true community school.   
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  30 Part-time 
8 Full-time 
4 Part-time 
4 Teacher Assistants 




Cecelia G. Rogers, Director  Phone: 843-722-2689 
233 Line Street    fax: 843-722-2694 
Post Office Box 20518   email: cda@charleston.k12.sc.us 




Children’s Attention Home 




To provide a safe and individualized educational experience that stimulates academic achievement 




The Children’s Attention Home Charter School Enrolls students in grades Kindergarten through eighth 
grade who are living at the Children’s Attention Home or at Safe Passage, a shelter for abused 
women and their children. We have one classroom for children in K-3, one classroom for 4-8 and a 




   
The professional staff and the Advisory Board of the Children’s Attention Home had been looking at 
the idea of a charter school for several years as they had observed over that time that the children 
were having a difficult time adjusting to the regular public school setting due to the traumatic 
experiences most had been through prior to coming to the Home. A small charter school could 
provide a transition for these children and help prepare them for a successful return to public school. 
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Dr. Deana R. Peterson 
Executive Director 
PO Box 2892     Phone: 803-328-6555 
Rock Hill SC 29732    Fax: 803-327-8618 
dpeterson@attentionhome.org 










CHOiCES Charter School 
Darlington County School District 




To provide a multiple disciplined educational opportunity for students ages 12 to 17, these 
students will attend a charter school in lieu of being expelled from school. Also, the school hopes 
to further provide student/teacher/parent relations where different and creative approaches can be 
provided in order to instruct basic educational skills and vocational exploration criteria. Major 




The sixth year of operation CHOiCES provides a day school for 45 students from Florence and 
from Darlington County. These students are primarily expelled from the alternative schools or 
dropped out. The school is located on a rural site of 6.8 acres surrounded by 130 acres, which is 
on the county line of both counties. CHOiCES provide school opportunities to youth that would 
otherwise be expelled and roaming the streets. Methodologies are used that are a more positive 
match to the learning styles of divergent learners. The environment supports risk-taking and 
promotes diversity of thinking by incorporating nontraditional activities that will encourage learning 




A retired police chief from the city of Florence began talking about the need to get the youth off the 
streets. These youth were roaming the neighborhoods after being expelled from school. The local 
school officials, courts, and police agreed that there was no suitable location for these youth, other 
than to eventually send them to the Department of Corrections for incarceration. After a feasibility 
study was conducted, it was determined that the communities of Florence and Darlington would 
support CHOiCES as the other Alternative. CHOiCES opened in fall 2002. 
 
 













































Ralph R. Porter, Executive Director  phone: 843-664-8993 
Post Office Box 15386   fax: 843-664-8881 




Discovery School of Lancaster County 




In addition to supporting the mission of the Lancaster County School District, Discovery School of 
Lancaster County provides services to a diverse population of students in a unique learning 
environment with special emphasis on academic innovation and flexibility while encouraging students 
to excel in one or more areas of intelligence and promoting professional development opportunities for 




Discovery School was designed to serve students in grades K-5. Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple 
Intelligences, based on the belief that there is more than one form of cognition, provides the 
substructure for a unique learning environment. Students are provided with challenging activities that 
have traditionally been reserved only for students identified as academically gifted and talented. 
Through problem-based learning, students have the opportunity to apply knowledge in new and 
different ways as they work to develop solutions to real-world problems through research, reasoning, 
and critical thinking. 
 
A key feature of Discovery School is its emphasis on professional growth. Teachers and 
administrators from across the district have the opportunity to take part in staff development available 




Discovery School of Lancaster County is the result of the efforts of a thirty-six-member task force 
(composed of parents, teachers, administrators, business and community leaders, and 
representatives form local colleges and universities) who value student achievement, innovative 
teaching and learning practices, parental support, and the atmosphere that a small school setting 
provides. Discovery School opened in August 2000. 
 














































Thomas McDuffie, Instructional Specialist  phone:  803-285-8430 
302 West Dunlap Street    fax:  803-416-8907 







East Cooper Montessori Charter School 





To provide a rigorous Montessori education guiding children toward academic excellence, 




The Montessori approach encourages students to think, to do and to problem solve. The teacher 
presents the curriculum to best address each student's learning style. The teacher supports 
students needing to spend additional time in certain curriculum areas while allowing students to 
excel in areas of interest. Grades are blended in three-year increments: 1st-3rd, 4th-6th and 7th & 8th. 
Mixed grade learning supports older students as they mentor younger pupils; younger children 
reach for new knowledge and model older children. Working with the same students for multiple 
years, teachers develop an intimate understanding of each student's potential.  
   
The school's rigorous academic program is characterized by individualization and high standards for 
each student. Learning may occur in such ways as isolated study seminars, cooperative learning 
groups, creative writing or story telling, or skits. In addition to academic excellence, goals for each 
student include experience in community service and personal development for the years beyond 
the school experience.  Parental involvement at home and through volunteerism is strongly 
encouraged, and communication between school and family is essential.  
  
ECMCS has been the recipient of the Palmetto Gold and Silver awards for achievement and has 




Parents, teachers, and community members partnered to make the Montessori philosophy of 
education a public option for Charleston families. The school opened in 2003 with grades 1-3. In the 
fall of 2007, the school moved into a state-of-the-art newly constructed building in the heart of the 
I’on community located in Mount Pleasant, SC.  
 









































Jody Swanigan, Principal  phone: 843-216-2883 
250 Ponsbury Street   fax: 843-216-8880 
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464             email: jody_swanigan@montessoricharterschool.com  
 
 
Fox Creek High School 




Our mission at Fox Creek High School is to graduate students who will have a positive impact. Our 
goal is to create an interconnected learning environment that combines a demanding college-
preparatory education with the many resources of the CSRA.  This environment includes the 
government, performing arts, industry, the medical community, and sports.  We accomplish our goal 




Fox Creek High School enrolls students in grades 9 through 12. Most students live in southern 
Edgefield County. We provide a comprehensive education specializing in strong academic classes.  
Fox Creek offers 5 Advanced Placement classes with plans to implement 3 more in the 2008-2009 
school year.  We also offer the Teacher Cadet program through USC-Aiken for 3 hours of college 
credit.  Students are capable of earning 18 hours of college credit upon graduating from Fox Creek 
this year.   
 
Origin 
   
Community leaders in the Merriwether Community of southern Edgefield County have longed for a 
community high school for decades.  These leaders were impressed with the charter school 
movement and felt that it would give their community a unique opportunity to bring an academically 
focused high school to their family oriented community.   
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Dr. Tim Murph, Principal   phone: 803-613-9435 
1297 West Martintown Rd.   fax: 803-613-1533 











Fuller Normal Advanced Technology Charter School 
Greenville County School District 
 
Mission  
The mission of The Fuller Normal Advanced Technology Charter School is to equip urban South 
Carolina’s students, especially those traditionally defined as at risk, with three kinds of literacy 
necessary in the 21st Century. The ability to read, write, speak, and calculate with clarity and 
precision, the technological skills that will provide them with marketable skills set upon graduation and 
most importantly the ability to participate passionately and responsibly in the life of the community.  
Description 
Fuller Normal Advanced Technology Charter School offer K-6 students unique, innovative and 
technologically enriched educational opportunities on a 75 acre campus with state-of-the-art facilities.  
Class size is limited to 20 in a class.  This is a place where everyone knows your name, where 
students succeed in a rigorous academic atmosphere because our technically advanced school 
provides for highly individualized instruction from a staff dedicated to student achievement.  Our 
curriculum is based on Core Knowledge and our goal is student success.  Our school is a place where 
parents are involved to a high degree in our educational partnership of students, faculty, and mentors.  
Together we can give our children the benefits of a fine free education.  Together we can achieve so 
our students will achieve. 
Belief Statements 
The Fuller Normal Advanced Technology Charter School believes that the educational process is a 
shared effort demanding the involvement of parents, students, teachers, administrators, and the 
community. A complete education provides for the moral, intellectual, social, and physical 
development of each individual. Life-long learning is essential in a global society, and 
technology skills are crucial in order to meet the demands of modern society. Personal 
accountability is basic in developing a strong work ethic. An atmosphere of security is 
conductive to learning. Critical thinking and reasoning skills are vital components of the 
academic program. 
 
Statistical Information: 2008 
 
Contact Information 
Brenda G. Humbert            phone:  864-271-3698 
901 Anderson Road           fax:        864-272-0241   







































30+  Part-time 
0 4 Instr. 
Assistants 
 
Greenville Technical Charter High School 




Greenville Technical Charter High School provides equitable opportunities for all students to acquire 
an education focused on linkages among rigorous academics, technology, and careers to produce 
graduates who are prepared for success in the global workforce of the 21st century. GTCHS aspires to 
create an equitable community of learners in which mutual respect, trust, integrity, and the pursuit of 




Greenville Technical Charter High School (GTCHS) is an Early College High School working to create 
a seamless transition to higher education.  The school is located on the main campus of Greenville 
Technical College and offers a teaching/learning paradigm based both on Mastery and Project Based 
Learning.  All students have the opportunity to take college and high school dual credit classes, and 
many graduate from high school classified as sophomore college students.  Several students have 
completed requirements for an Associate Degree while still enrolled in high school.  GTCHS is a 
member of the Middle College National Consortium and receives support from the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation to provide opportunities for underperforming, underrepresented and first generation 




Upstate business and industry, based on continuous employment needs, encouraged Greenville 
Technical College to design and develop a comprehensive technical high school uniquely positioned 
with career and academic focus to train a highly skilled workforce with problem solving and critical 
thinking skills. Greenville Technical Charter High School opened in August 1999. Greenville Tech 
Charter High School was recognized by the U.S. Department of Education as one of the top 15 
charter schools in the nation and received the Bronze Award for America’s Best High Schools from 
the US Report & World News Report.  
 






































  22 Part-time 







W. Fred Crawford, Principal   phone:  864-250-8844 
506 Pleasantburg Drive   fax:  864-250-8846 
Post Office Box 5616, MS1201            e-mail:  fcrawford@gtchs.org  




Greer Middle College 




Greer Middle College Charter High School provides a rigorous and relevant academic program to 
ensure that students will develop the essential knowledge and personal skills to be successful in the 




Currently located in downtown Greenville at the West End Community Development Center with plans 
to relocate on the Greer campus of Greenville Technical College in the fall of 2009, this early college 
high school provides a rigorous academic foundation, as well as technical and technology training 
necessary for employment and advancement in the contemporary economy. The project-based 
curriculum is modeled after prevailing practices in the workplace. Each student has an individualized 
academic roadmap to guide them through four years of high school. This process is accentuated by 
providing career and academic advisement with close association to adult mentors from the business 
community, as well as the college faculty and staff. Students are required to participate in community 
service that culminates in a senior project and exhibition of learning for graduation. As high school 




Upstate business and industry, based on continuous employment needs, encouraged Greenville 
Technical College to design and develop a comprehensive technical high school uniquely positioned 
with career and academic focus to train a highly skilled workforce with problem solving and critical 
thinking skills. Greer Middle College Charter High School opened in August 2008.  
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Jean B. Willams, Principal   phone:  864-239-2000 
404 Vardry Street    fax:  864-271-0207 
Greenville, SC  29601   e-mail:  jwilliams@greermiddlecollege.org  










Greg Mathis Charter High School  
Charleston County School District 
 
Mission 
The Mission of Greg Mathis Charter High School is to identify our student’s readiness level, provide 
research-based instructional strategies, develop and implement an academic plan that leads students 




The school currently serves 9th through 12th graders between the ages of 15 through 20 years of 
age. The goal of the school is to help young men and women gain the educational skills necessary to 
obtain their high school diploma and begin a meaningful career. The education of the majority of the 
students has been hindered by their behavior and/or their social environment. The school is designed 
to give its students a "fresh start "in a small, nurturing environment." 
 
Origin 
Greg Mathis Charter High School (formerly YouthBuild Charleston Charter School) was conceived in 
1998 as a branch of YouthBuild U.S.A. The school was structured as a GED program with a 
construction trades component.  In 2003, YouthBuild applied for and received from the Charleston 
County School District a charter becoming the YouthBuild Charleston Charter School.  Offering a 
comprehensive high school curriculum, we accept eligible students between the ages of 15 - 21 of 
years of age.  In 2006, we began the process of restructuring.   New members (management, staff 
and board members) were brought in to a new vision and curriculum.  As a result, we discontinued the 
construction component.  GMCHS is expanding with the intent to move forward with both a 
comprehensive high school and offer a YouthBuild component for students on a vocational track. We 
began the transitioning procedurals to relocate our resources to a centralized location within the 
district.  The school relocated to 2872 Azalea Drive North Charleston, SC 29405  
 
GMCHS is excited about the changes made to our curriculum and the opportunity to expand our 
services to the neediest students.  GMCHS looks forward to the challenges of tomorrow, and the 
reward found in our student’s achievement.  We believe every child can learn!  
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Kenneth Sellers, Principal    (843) 557-1611 phone 
2872 Azalea Drive     (843) 747-5810 fax 




Insight School of SC 
SC Public Charter  School District 
 
Mission 
Insight School of SC will prepare students to become Global Citizens who are life-long learners, able 
to effectively use math, verbal and written communication skills, and to continuously build their 
capacity to utilize an array of 21st century technologies.  
 
Description 
Insight School of South Carolina’s mission is to serve today’s teens who are seeking a different kind 
of high school experience.  This includes students who may realize greater success with the flexibility 
of studying at their own time, place and pace and an education that agrees with their interests, 
learning style and abilities. Our students include: Youth who must work, or who have child or family 
care responsibilities; Teens who are pursuing their dreams in sports, entertainment, modeling, 
dancing, or other careers that may not allow them to attend traditional school regularly; Students who 
do not function well in large, rigid classroom settings, or who don’t connect socially in a large school 
setting; Students who are challenged with health or physical issues, and who may need flexibility of 
location; Students who may reach their creative peak in the evening, and find it difficult to attend 
school in the early morning; Students who need more challenging coursework and want to move at an 
accelerated pace, or those that need extra time to master a concept or skill; Home-schooled students 
who may want subject matter help from a certified teacher in advanced classes, but do not want to 
attend the traditional setting.   
Our school exists to benefit these students and to help them acquire the necessary life skills that will 
equip them for later life. Using today’s technology, Insight School of South Carolina makes the 
personalization of education possible. And, while we know that full-time online school is not 
appropriate for every student, our innovative, tuition-free schools can be the bridge that brings many 
students back into the public school system.  
Origin 
Insight School of South Carolina was approved in April, 2008 to function as a state-wide Charter 
School within the South Carolina Public Charter School District.  
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Teachers 




Dr. Barbara Stoops (Executive Director)  phone:  803-935-0129 
7 Technology Circle, Suite 450  fax:  803-935-4508 
Columbia, SC 29203    e-mail:  barbarast@insightschools.net  
 
 
James Island Charter High School 




The mission of James Island Charter High School is to develop confident, responsible, life-long 
learners who can excel in society by creating a diverse curriculum and extra curricular experiences in 




James Island Charter High School is a converted community-concentric public high school, providing 
education and facilities for the community, operated as a nonprofit corporation and organized under 
the laws of the State of South Carolina. Parents, teachers, and local community leaders govern it. The 
school primarily serves Charleston County School District 3, a community comprised of the area of 
James Island and Folly Beach. The school offers the International Baccalaureate (IB) Program and 




The James Island community has a history of supporting its schools. The movement to convert the 
existing James Island High School to a charter school was the result of the desire of a group of 
parents, teachers, and community leaders to become involved in the governance and management of 
the school. On August 28, 2002, 86% of the faculty and instructional staff voted to support the charter 
application. On October 14, 2002, ballots were mailed to parents of each students enrolled in the 
school, and 76% of the parents voted in favor of supporting the charter. James Island High School 
officially became James Island Charter High School on July 1, 2003. 
 
 















































Robert Bohnstengel, Principal  Phone:  843-762-2754 
1000 Ft. Johnson Road   Fax:  843-762-5228 
Charleston, SC 29412  e-mail:  Robert_bohnstengel@charleston.k12.sc.us  
      Web: www.jicharterhigh.org 
 
 
Langston Charter Middle School 
Greenville County School District 
Mission 
The mission of the Langston Charter Middle School is to enrich and empower sixth, seventh, and 
eighth graders with personal responsibility and compassion for their community through single gender 
classes, innovative teacher, parent and community cooperative learning.  The school expects active 
parental involvement in their child’s academic, emotional and social development. 
 
Description  
Located on Greenville’s growing east side, Langston offers students a rigorous academic curriculum, 
daily Spanish instruction, and leadership training.  Classes are small and students learn in a single-
gender environment.  Teachers study and implement techniques for teaching to the strengths of boys 
and girls.  Initial longitudinal data collected at the school shows statistically significant growth for both 
groups, especially in math. 
 
To meet their requirement of 10-15 hours of service per quarter, students volunteer with community 
agencies like Hands On Greenville, Meals on Wheels, Goodwill, and the Humane Society.  By 
studying leaders from the past and present, participating in the YMCA-sponsored Youth in 
Government program, and taking an active role in the life of their community, students will acquire a 




In January of 2004 a group of parents met to discuss the possibility of starting a middle school.  The 
motivation came from a shared belief that many of the typical middle school problems could be 
minimized by making some fundamental changes in the way the day is structured.  To that end, we 
chose to reduce distractions and refocus the emphasis onto core academics with small, single-gender 
classes, leadership training, required community service, and required school uniforms.  The planning 
committee spent 18 months planning, recruiting the right teachers and principal, and preparing the 
building.  In our second year, we opened with full enrollment of 120 students and a waiting list.  In 
preparation for our first year of planned growth (the 2007-2008 school year), our board focused its 
efforts on securing a larger facility.  We moved to a larger campus in August 2007 and opened with 
210 students.  With the addition of 4 portable classrooms in August 2008, our student body grew to 
285.  Our long-range focus is the construction of a permanent facility, designed for our single gender 
classroom structure, on land that was donated by a local developer.   
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0 Teacher Assistants 





Gregory Abel, Principal    phone: 864-286-9700 
212 Roper Mountain Rd. Extension   fax: 864-286-9699 
Greenville, SC  29615    email: gabel@langstoncharter.org  
 
Lloyd Kennedy Charter School 
Aiken County School District 
Mission 
To improve student learning, increase learning opportunities for students, encourage the use of a 
variety of productive teaching methods, and assist the State of South Carolina in reaching academic 
excellence by providing equitable opportunities for students to acquire an education focusing on the 




The Lloyd-Kennedy Charter School (LKCS) serves students in the 5th-8th grades. The LKCS 
curriculum focuses on language arts, mathematics, science, and humanities/computer technology. 
The LKCS is committed to providing the best possible climate for the maximum development of its 
students. In order to achieve its task, the LKCS has developed an innovative project-based 
curriculum. This curriculum is founded upon educational and social concepts that not only focus on 
academic excellence, but also on the personal and social development of each student. Therefore, in 
order to accommodate the whole student, the LKCS is devoted to identifying each student’s individual 
learning style. The LKCS is confident that this unique approach to learning will provide each student 
with strong scholastic, social, and personal foundations necessary for success in secondary and post-
secondary institutions. Each LKCS student will receive an education intended to: 
 Meet basic needs  
 Promote self-confidence  
 Reinforce creativity with application-based performance indicators  
 Emphasize the importance of community service 
 Provide eclectic (nontraditional) counseling as needed 
 Give hope for the future 
 
Origin 
The origin of the LKCS stemmed from parents and educators who were frustrated with the “cookie-
cutter” learning environments that ignored the diversity of students and the way those students learn. 
LKCS opened in August 2002. 
 















Students out of District 
































Keisha Lloyd-Kennedy   phone:  803 644-4824 
130 Avery Lane    fax: 803-641-1155 
PO Box 418     e-mail: kkennedy@lkcs.k12.sc.us  
Aiken, SC 29802  
 
Meyer Center for Special Children 




The Meyer Center for Special Children provides quality education and therapy services to preschool 




The Meyer Center for Special Children is Upstate South Carolina’s only integrative education-therapy 
setting. As a Greenville County Charter School, United Way Social Service Agency, and DHEC 
Rehab Facility, the Center has many unique opportunities to utilize combined federal, state, and 
community resources. An interdisciplinary team provides a comprehensive range of intensive 
developmental and family services, which promote growth in all developmental areas  
 Certified Teachers provide individual and group learning experiences based on a child’s 
developmental age and specific needs. 
 Speech-Language Pathologists work to improve a child’s communication. Interventions include 
language stimulation, oral motor therapy, and use of assistive technology. 
 Occupational Therapists work with a child to improve his/her fine motor skills and ability to explore 
and adjust to his/her environment 
 Physical therapists work with a child to improve his/her gross motor skills in order to maximize 
quality of movement for functional activities. 




Dr. Leslie C. Meyer founded the Meyer Center in 1954. The Center began operation as a South 
Carolina Charter School in August 1999. 
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1 Music Therapist 
1 Social Worker 
Contact Information 
 
Louise Anthony, Executive Director  phone:  864-250-0005 
1132 Rutherford Road   fax:  864-250-0028 




Midland Valley Preparatory School 




Midland Valley Preparatory School provides services to a diverse population of students in a unique 
learning environment with special emphasis on academic innovation and flexibility while encouraging 





Midland Valley Preparatory School functions as a year-round program with extended care available 
for students. Governed by a board that consists of educators and parents, the focus is on the 
education of each individual child based on his or her specific needs. By incorporating the Core 
Knowledge curriculum along with the South Carolina performance standards, the school strives to 
educate students to understand the importance of diversity and the pure enjoyment of learning. The 
ultimate goal of the school is to challenge each student and to keep each student focused so that all 




Midland Valley Preparatory School opened in August of 2002. 
 
 







































1  Full-time 








Lilian Knight Thomas, Director   phone: 803-594-1028 
2432 Jefferson Davis Hwy.    fax: 803-594-0511 
Graniteville, SC 29829    e-mail:  lilithom@aol.com  
 
Midlands Math and Business Academy 




Midlands Math and Business Academy provides students the opportunity to experience learning 
through an innovative, as well as traditional, approach.  The business component and the challenging 
Core Knowledge curriculum will provide students the chance to make discoveries using hand-on 




As the name implies, Math and Business will be the focus of MMBA. Just as we try to have students 
“write across the curriculum,” we also want them to “do math across the curriculum.” One of the math 
series recommended in the Core Knowledge curriculum is Saxon Math. In this math program, 
students are introduced to new concepts almost daily; however the old (or already learned) concepts 
are presented over and over again so that students do not forget them. The textbook material is 
presented in a simple, non-cluttering format. 
 
 














































Reginald Flenory    phone:  803-799-5101 
Post Office Box 4487    fax:  803-779-5318 













MLD Learning Academy 
Lee County School District 
Mission 
Working in partnership with parents, teachers and elders of the community, the MLD Higher Learning 
Academy offers an academically challenging, developmentally appropriate, experiential, holistic, child-
centered education to all young people. We nurture a passion for learning that will last a lifetime as we 
challenge our children to discover their individual gifts, to honor their inner worth, to strive for 
excellence, to pursue respectful and ethical relationships with themselves and others, and to find their 
path in life. We will accomplish our goal by establishing academic excellence, providing a moral focus 
and obtaining parental involvement. 
 
Description 
MLD Higher Learning Academy is a community based charter school that will serve children from 
grades 4 to 8th initially, with plans to expand to K-12 within a five year time frame.  MLD Higher 
Learning Academy will be serving K5 through 9
th
 grade this school term.  Because MLD Higher 
Learning Academy is a community-based school, its programs are tailored directly to the express 
needs of the community.  MLD aims to bring education that is “holistic” and “experiential”.  MLD 
focuses on bringing activities that keep children focused on their studies and engaged in their work.  
With MLD, your child gets an education that is “innovative”  and  “progressive.” Our children deserve a 
free 21st century education.  MLD Higher Learning Academy will provide just that: a quality education 
that will enable students to be highly competitive, successful members of a global society  
 
Origin 
The origin of the MLD stemmed from parents and educators who were frustrated with the “ cookie-
cutter” learning environments that ignored the diversity of students and the way those students learn. 
The Lee County Community is dedicated to educating our children and wanting them to excel in life.  
Parents, community members, and teachers want our children to be able to compete in a global and 
growing society.  
 

















































Benita Dinkins-Robinson                                phone:    803 483-3000  
124 Gregg Street                                        fax:         803 483-3002 
Post Office Box 136                                       e-mail: dinkinsb2001@yahoo.com   




Orange Grove Elementary Charter School 
Charleston County School District 
 
Mission 
The mission of Orange Grove Elementary Charter School (OGECS) is to develop students with 
the intellectual power to become confident, caring, and responsible lifelong learners by providing an 
innovative, supportive learning environment that emphasizes creative and critical thinking skills while 
respecting individual differences. 
 
Description 
Orange Grove Elementary Charter School is located in Charleston, SC. Founded in 1963, it serves 
700 children from Child Development (4 years) to fifth grade. A reputation for excellence characterizes 
Orange Grove. It has proven its commitment to the highest standards in education by providing a well-
rounded, quality instructional program for all children. Orange Grove has been recognized for its 
excellence both on a state and national level. It has received several prestigious awards, which 
include the National Blue Ribbon Award for Exemplary Schools from the U.S. Department of 
Education; the SC Palmetto's Finest Award; Exemplary Writing School; Palmetto Gold and Silver; and 
the Environmental School of the Year. Incentive Reward funds totaling over $265,083 were received 
from the SC Department of Education for outstanding test scores over a period of twelve years. The 
South Carolina Education Oversight Committee has recognized us for closing the Achievement Gap 
for historically underachieving students in 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2006. 
 
Orange Grove's curriculum overflows with innovative, motivational techniques for instructing children 
of all different ability levels. We strive to create a learning environment, which will challenge and 
stimulate all students so that maximum learning will occur. Effective instructional programs such as 
Daily Oral Language and Accelerated Reader enhance our curriculum, along with an emphasis on 
writing, hands-on math and science activities, and literature.  
 
The world of technology comes alive for our students with two networked computer labs, SMART 
Boards, and PC's in all the classrooms. Twenty business education partners also support our school 
with their time and resources. We are in our third year as a conversion public Charter School.  
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District 























K= 19 to 1 
1= 13 to 1 
2= 15 to 1 
3= 17 to 1 
4= 15 to 1 
5= 18 to 1 
 
87% 
15 Teacher Assistants 




Larry DiCenzo                                      phone: 843-763-1520 
Principal    e-mail: larry_dicenzo@ccsdschools.com 
3795 Spruill Ave.    http://orangegrove.ccsdschools.com  
N. Charleston, SC 29405 
 
 
Palmetto Youth Academy 
Florence School District One 
Mission 
 
The mission of the Palmetto Youth Academy is to provide an opportunity for all students, regardless of 
income, or ability, to reach their full academic, social, and behavioral potential through an 
individualized, innovative, educational approach that embraces diversity and is governed by parents 




Palmetto Youth Academy, PYA, operates on a year-round schedule from 7:30am to 5:30pm with a 
free academic-based after school program and 185 instructional days. PYA uses several different 
instructional strategies and curricula to meet the individual learning styles and abilities of students. 
One of the most effective instructional methods used is “ability grouping”. This method allows students 
to be grouped with peers performing on or near the same academic level in reading and math versus 
actual grade level placements. 
 
In addition, PYA offers a self-paced, computer based, enrichment program, video instruction, and 
small group instruction with “highly qualified” professionals. Students are required to wear uniforms 




Palmetto Youth Academy originated from the long-term passion and persistence of several parents, 
educators and community members who, not only recognized the need for a more individualized 
program, but also, developed and implemented a plan to effectively meet these diverse needs. This 
planning committee was established in 2003, the charter application was approved in 2004 and 
Palmetto Youth Academy opened August, 2005.        
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Yvonne Brown-Burgess   phone:  843-679-7070 
1209 N. Douglas    fax:  843-679-7046 







Phoenix Charter High School 




By personalizing education in a small, supportive environment, Phoenix Charter High School 
empowers school-resistant students to become productive citizens in an ever-changing society. The 
success of the Center is determined by the success of individual students who develop positive 






Phoenix Charter High School serves students in grades 9 – 12 who are considered divergent 
learners. These school-resistant, non-traditional students have experienced little success in the 
traditional school environment. The divergent learner responds to supportive teachers in a small, 
nurturing environment. The Center’s teachers are employed for their proven record of relationship 
building and patience with this population of hard-to-serve students. The curriculum is designed 
around the state standards, and it also incorporates lessons from the environment of surrounding 
farmlands and the Santee Cooper Lake system, making learning as relevant as possible. Students 
participate in vocational training, job skills development, character education, and volunteerism.  
Students who have only known a history of failure in the traditional school system slowly begin to 





Frustrated by students who wanted to excel but lacked the necessary skills in reading and writing, a 
committee of teachers, coaches, and guidance counselors initiated the concept of the school. Phoenix 
Charter High School opened in August 1999. 
 
 















































Nancy Roberson, Director   phone:  803-505-6800 
1423 Hotel Street    fax:  803-505-6801 
Post Office Box 170    e-mail:  phoenixhs02@yahoo.com  





Richland One Middle College 
Richland School District One 
Mission 
Richland One Middle College at Midlands Technical College will improve student learning by providing 
all students with a rigorous and relevant academic program.  Richland One Middle College will 
provide all students with increased learning opportunities that ensure students will develop a strong 
academic foundation and the technical and personal skills necessary to make a successful transition 
from high school to their post-secondary pursuits. 
 
Description 
Housed on the campus of Midlands Technical College, the Richland One Middle College is a public 
charter school that offers 11th and 12th grade high school students academic and technical skills that 
make the transition from high school into college seamless. A small and powerful learning community, 
ROMC offers college-level classes, workplace experiences, extensive systems of extra help, and 
personalized graduation plans.  Students also are required to perform 90 hours of community service 
every year.  Richland One Middle College (ROMC) was awarded the 2007 Innovator Award by the 
Southern Growth Policies Board on June 3.  The award recognizes the Middle College program as 
being a leader in creating a globally competitive workforce. 
 
Origin 
The Richland One Middle College is a unique educational model for the South Carolina charter 
schools because Richland District One and Midlands Technical College have cooperatively committed 
their support to establish the school and to foster its growth.  
Some of the compelling factors cited as significant reasons to establish Richland One Middle College 
include: 
 33% of students drop out of the school system before finishing high school 
 65% of the jobs in the current and projected workforce require associate degree or higher 
advanced degrees and training 
 18.3% of students met the SAT/ACT requirements for a Life Scholarship 
 Only one option currently exists to serve students outside the traditional high school setting 
The purpose of this school is to re-connect students to a successful high school experience that will 
prepare them for “life after high school”, whether it is postsecondary education and training or direct 
entry to the workforce. 
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Audrey L, Breland, Dean   Phone: 803-738-7114/803-600-4897 
316 S Beltline Blvd, RH 131   Fax: 803-738-7117 
Richland Hall, Suite 131   Email: abreland@richlandone.org  




SC Connections Academy 




South Carolina Connections Academy’s mission is to maximize student learning through 
individualized, virtual instruction.  SCCA also strives to create a state-wide community of learners in 
South Carolina through library partnerships. 
 
Description 
Located in Columbia, this K-12 school provides a rigorous academic foundation, as well significant 
personalization through Personal Learning Plans. This is our (PPL Personalized Performance 
Learning) approach — a dynamic process through which we evaluate each student's strengths and 
needs. We then develop individual approaches that work for the student along with our curriculum. 
We also offer a unique instructional program designed for gifted and talented students.  Students in 
grades 3 through 8 may be enrolled in specially designated gifted courses in language arts and 
mathematics. High School students benefit from curriculum that provides an opportunity for students 
to participate in Honors and Advanced Placement courses. 
SCCA employs highly-qualified (NCLB) and state certified teachers, “best in class” curriculum with 
textbooks (online and in print) and a full selection of clubs and electives to meet the needs of 
individual students.   
Origin 
SCCA is part of a national network of public charter schools that utilize the Connections Academy 
curriculum and educational model.  The Connections Academy program is a rapidly growing form of 
free public school that students in grades K-12 attend outside the walls of a traditional classroom.  
The program helps each student maximize his or her potential by combining strong parental 
involvement of learning at home, expertise and accountability of public education, and the flexibility of 
online classes. Students learn outside the traditional classroom - typically from home, but also from 
libraries, community centers, and at field trips in every region of the State. 
 
 














































Don W. Brown, D.Ed., Principal   phone:  803-212-4712 
220 Stoneridge Drive, Ste. 403   fax:  803-212-4946 
Columbia, SC  29210     e-mail:  dbrown@connectionsacademy.com  





SC Virtual Charter School 
SC Public Charter School District 
Mission 
 
SCVCS is a highly effective public virtual charter school, provides an individualized standards-based 
education for students in South Carolina. Our highly qualified staff works as partners with parents to 
provide an innovative and challenging education that focuses on traditional instructional models to 
promote mastery of the South Carolina Academic standards.  SCVCS provides any child access to 
exceptional curriculum and tools that enable him or her to maximize his or her success in life, 
regardless of geographic, financial, or demographic circumstance.  
 
SCVCS will improve student learning, increase learning opportunities for students, encourage the use 
of a variety of productive teaching methods, establish new forms of accountability for schools, create 
new professional opportunities for teachers, including the opportunity to be responsible for the 
learning program at the school site.  Our school blends innovative new instructional technology with a 
traditional curriculum for students.  There are many benefits to our unique learning model, including a 
rigorous and comprehensive curriculum with rich, engaging content, the flexibility of learning anytime 
and anywhere, the support of South Carolina certified teachers, and an individualized and self-paced 




The SCVCS offers on-line learning to any student who is a resident of South Carolina from 
kindergarten through the twelfth grade. Students are required to actively participate, a minimum of 
thirty instructional hours per week, with five hours of synchronous instruction.  Students also submit 
work samples and take state standardized tests. The propriety on-line curriculum and educational 




SCVCS was approved in 2008 by the South Carolina Public Charter School district who is the official 
school authorizer. The school opened in fall 2008. Students represent the entire state with majority of 
enrollment in the middle school. The SCVCS has a governing board consisting of seven members.  
 


































27 Full Time 
3 Part-time 
26 full time 
3 Part-time 
10 1 National Board 
Certification 
1 guidance  
Counselor 




Dr. Cherry Daniel    phone:  803-253-6222 
140 Stoneridge Dr. Suite 420   fax:  803-253-6279 
Columbia, SC 29210    Toll free: 877-253-6279 
e-mail:  cdaniel@scvcs.org    web: www.southcarolinavirtualcharterschool.com     
 
Susan G. Boykin Academy 




The mission of Boykin Academy is to utilize innovative teaching techniques to integrate the performing 
arts and community service into a challenging and comprehensive curriculum of differentiated 
instruction, and to improve academic achievement for students who, due to socioeconomic factors, 
might be considered members of an “at risk” community and may not otherwise be afforded the 




Susan G. Boykin Academy located in North Charleston, SC, is a small and intimate school which 
operates on a nine-month school year calendar for kindergarten through grade 6 students. The 
curriculum is based on the performance standards which have been set forth by the State of South 
Carolina, and the performing arts (such as drama, music, and dance) are integrated into daily 
instruction. The school’s commitment to excellence emphasizes personal responsibility for students 
and accountability by teachers and staff. Boykin Academy is governed by an annually elected board 
of educators, parents, and community members who ensure that the school maintains its commitment 
to educating the whole child and providing a quality education which is tailored to meet the individual 




Susan G. Boykin Academy was incorporated as a non profit corporation in October of 2003. The 
school received approval for operation from the State Department of Education in June of 2004, and 
less than 30 days later, was also approved by Charleston County School District to open its doors for 
the 2005-2006 school year. Since that its opening day, Boykin Academy has continued to serve 
approximately 180 K-6th grade students on an annual basis.  
 
 





































8.5 yrs Full-time 








Dee Miller     phone:  843-744-8882 
4951 Rivers Ave    fax:  843-744-8885 





Young Entrepreneurial Vocational Academy 




YEVA’S mission is to improve student learning; increase learning opportunities for students; 
encourage the use of a variety of productive teaching methods; establish new forms of accountability 
for schools; create new professional opportunities for teachers; including the opportunity to be 
responsible for the learning program at the school site; and assist South Carolina in reaching 
academic excellence. The YEVA Charter School will emphasize entrepreneurial education to 
empower students to be responsible, enterprising individuals who become entrepreneurs or 




Located downtown Summerton, YEVA Charter School provides a rigorous project based learning 
vocational education model to transition students from school to work. Each student has an 
individualized academic plan. This process is accentuated by providing career and academic 
advisement with close association with the business community.  
 
Origin 
September 9, 2006, the Scott’s Branch 76 Foundation sponsored a community breakfast with 
community leaders consisting of faith based organizations, business professionals, parents, 
educators, and school alumni. The group was brought together to discuss the needs of the present 
community as it stands now, the possible solutions to the needs that were discussed, and the 
opportunities to improve the educational opportunities for the young people of the area. Over 30 
attended the function. It was the consensus of the group that more fundamental education 
accompanied by entrepreneurial education was needed to awaken the students to opportunities. 
YEVA received its charter October of 2007 and opened it doors August of 2008 as the first statewide 
project based learning school authorized by South Carolina Public School District. 
 
 















































Veronica Primus-Thomas, Principal   phone:  803.485.4800 
10 S. Duke Street     fax:  803.485.4802 
Post Office Box 1169     e-mail:  director@yevacharterschool.org  





Youth Academy Charter School 
Williamsburg County School District 
Mission 
 
The mission of the Youth Academy Charter School is to provide a quality educational experience for 
special needs students in a supportive environment specifically addressing academic preparedness, 




The Youth Academy Charter School is designed for non-diploma and diploma track seventh through 
twelfth graders who are emotionally handicapped, learning disabled, or home-based. Instruction is 
combined with a family-centered treatment approach. The curriculum emphasizes computer-based 
instruction in literacy remediation and GED preparation. Vocational training includes classroom 
instruction, hands-on experience, and career training development. 
 
The major goals of the Youth Academy Charter School are: 
1. To provide a learning environment which delivers a successful academic experience to special 
needs youth who have not been successful in a traditional school environment. 
2. To afford individualized learning opportunities that enable students to function on at least an 
eighth-grade level in basic reading, writing, and mathematics skills. 
3. To enable students, given entry skill levels, to earn GED certificates. 
4. To promote students’ self-sufficiency through instruction in basic life skills. 
5. To provide vocational skills training which will result in job placement and retention. 
6. To give all students the opportunity through the behavior management component to build a 




The Youth Academy has delivered treatment services in a residential group setting since 1988. The 
Youth Academy opened as a charter school in October 1999. 
 
 














































Cheryl West     phone:  843-355-5424 
711 Tomlinson Street    fax:  843-355-5753 
Post Office Box 174    e-mail:  bostond@ftc-i.net  








Greenville County School District 
Mission 
 
Wohali Academy exists to provide severely emotionally challenged children and adolescents (ages 
five through eighteen) the opportunity to engage in a therapeutic learning experience, which builds 
on individual strengths and emphasizes healthy problem solving. The school will assist each child to 
overcome educational, social, interpersonal, psychological, and biomedical barriers to successful 




Wohali Academy Public Charter School is located on the campus of Spring Brook Behavioral Health 
System’s Residential Treatment Facility and serves the children who reside there, as well as children 
from the surrounding Greenville County School District, kindergarten through 12th grade. The school 
serves children experiencing severe and persistent behavioral, emotional, and other problems 
resulting from a mental health disorder with I.Q. 65 or above. Severely emotionally challenged youth 
require a special education approach that incorporates behavioral, therapeutic, crisis intervention, 
family involvement and individualized education that address academic and emotional support. 
Though the vast majority of students who are admitted to Wohali Academy are students with 
disabilities and have a Special Education classification, this is not exclusive to the program, nor is it 
necessarily mandatory criteria for admission. There are a percentage of students admitted that have 
a Regular Education classification who benefit from the therapeutic milieu and highly structured 
academic and behavioral management program of the Academy. The educational program is 
designed to enable these students to achieve higher academic standards through improved 




Spring Brook Behavioral Health System has had an educational program as part of its therapeutic 
milieu for many years. The student residents were educated via the medical-homebound model. It 
has been apparent, for several years, in Spring Brook's situation that this is a lacking, antiquated 
model with which to educate students, employ teachers, provide resources, textbooks, etc. In order 
to provide an improved educational setting, the process to start a charter school was started and 
approved. As a result SBHS phased out its education department and officially opened to the public 
as Wohali Academy on August 23, 2004.  
 












































Laura Blackmore     phone:  864-660-6216 
One Havenwood Lane    fax:  864-834-6977 
Post Office Box 1005     e-mail:  laura.blackmore@springbrookbhs.com  
Travelers Rest, SC  29690 
